Abstract-In this paper, we proposed a microparticle manipulation approach, by which particles are able to be guided to different equilibrium positions through modulating the Reynolds number. In the microchannel with arc-shaped groove arrays, secondary flow vortex arisen due to the pressure gradient varies in the aspects of both magnitude and shape with the increase of Reynolds number. And the variation of secondary flow vortex brings about different focusing modes of microparticles in the microchannel. We investigated the focusing phenomenon experimentally and analyzed the mechanism through numerical simulations. At a high Reynolds number (Re = 127.27), the geometry-induced secondary flow rotates constantly along a direction, and most particles are guided to the equilibrium position near one side of the microchannel. However, at a low Reynolds number (Re = 2.39), the shapes of geometry-induced secondary flow vortices are obviously different, forming a variant Dean-like vortex that consists of two asymmetric counter-rotating streams in cross sections of the straight channel. Because of the periodical effects, suspended particles are concentrated at another equilibrium position on the opposite side of the microchannel. Meanwhile, the effects of particle size influence both the focusing position and quality in regimes.
many microfluidic point-of-care (POC) diagnostic systems [4] . Sample preparation can be accomplished using simple porous fiber strips in some applications, such as diagnosis of blood glucose [5] , [6] . One example is the recently developed smartphone based POC diagnosis devices, which have been contributed significantly by the groups of Guo [7] , [8] and Hall [9] . In these devices, the fiber strip extracts the blood plasma to the region of sensor through the intrinsic capillary force. However, in most applications, sample preparation requires much more complex processes [10] , [11] . Therefore, development of advanced microfluidic manipulation (such as particle focusing, ordering and separation etc.) technique is of great importance. Inertial microfluidics has been one of the most popular microfluidic techniques in the application of microparticle manipulation recent years, such as microparticle focusing [12] and separation [13] . Inertial microfluidic technique is a label-free passive manipulation method, which relies on the interaction of particles and fluids in the inertial flow [14] , [15] . In the microfluidics, flows are regarded as laminar because the Reynolds number is far less than 2000 in typical cases [16] . And inertial microfluidics works in the middle Reynolds number range (typically from ∼1 to ∼100) between Stokes flow and turbulent flow, where the inertia and fluid viscosity are finite [14] , [17] .
In the regime of inertial microfluidics, two dominating inertial effects, which are induced by the finite inertia of flow, are widely employed to manipulate microparticles: (1) inertial migration and (2) secondary flow. Inertial migration is the phenomenon that randomly distributed particles migrate to several equilibrium positions when traveling in a straight channel [18] , [19] . And it has been demonstrated that in a straight channel with the square cross section, four equilibrium positions form centered at the faces of the channel at a modulated Reynolds number [20] . However, another fact has also been demonstrated that the number of equilibrium position is closely related to the aspect ratio (AR, defined as the ratio of channel height to channel width) of channel, for example, there are two equilibrium positions forming in the straight channel with low AR cross section (AR = 0.5) [21] [22] [23] .
Secondary flow in inertial microfluidics is typically generated in the curved structure [24] or disturbance obstacle structure [23] , [25] , [26] within the microchannel because of the pressure gradient perpendicular to the main flow direction. In a curved channel, the mismatch of fluid momentum in the center and 1932-4545 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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near-wall region induces two counter-rotating secondary flow vortices, which is regarded as Dean vortex [14] , [17] . Meanwhile, it has been reported that the shape of secondary flow is associated with the Dean number κ in microchannel. With the increase of Dean number, the center of the two symmetric vortices is going to move outwards to the outer channel wall in the radial direction [24] . And this dimensionless parameter κ was proposed by Berger et al., expressed as [24] :
where, H and R are the hydraulic diameter of channel and radius of curvature, respectively. Various types of channels have been designed to employ different secondary flows to manipulate suspended particles, such as the serpentine [12] , [27] , spiral [28] , [29] and contraction-expansion array (CEA) channel [22] . Besides employing one layer channel to generate Dean vortex, the double layer microchannel, which is fabricated by the two-step photolithography technique, has also been used to take advantage of symmetric and asymmetric secondary flow for microparticle manipulation [23] , [30] .
The herringbone and slanted groove channels were first employed as the micromixer through generating transverse flows in microchannels by a steady axial pressure gradient [31] , [32] . Moreover, Di Carlo et al. proposed the microvortex manipulation (MVM) approach to guide particles using the interaction of hydrodynamic, gravitational and buoyant force. And a mixture containing binary particles with a density difference was successfully sorted using the device [30] . In addition, a straight low aspect ratio channel with orthogonally arranged step arrays was demonstrated to focus particle in a single-stream without sheath fluids or external force using symmetric geometry-induced secondary flow vortices, which replaced the two original inertial migration equilibrium positions [23] .
At a low Reynolds number (in the typical microfluidic system), the drag force of geometry-induced secondary flow exerting on the small rigid spherical particle can be expressed as:
where a is the radius of the particle, η is the viscosity of the fluid, v f is the dynamic velocity of the fluid, and v p is the velocity of the particle [33] .
In this work, we will demonstrate that the microchannel with arc-shaped groove arrays has two regimes at high and low Reynolds number respectively, in which the same particles will be guided into different equilibrium positions ( Fig. 1(a) ). When applied with a high flow rate, particles are concentrated qualifiedly near the sidewall and center of the channel depending on the particle size. When applied with a low flow rate, differentsize particles are concentrated at another equilibrium position near the opposite sidewall. And the effects of particle size are critical for the particle focusing performance. Large particles were observed to concentrate as a narrower streamline than the small ones. Numerical simulations of flow field were conducted to analyze and explain the multiple microparticle focusing phenomenon. Different secondary flow vortices are induced because of the flow field disturbance by the expansive groove structure at different flow conditions. As a result, the corresponding drag force would guide the particles into their equilibrium positions and balanced with the inertial lift force simultaneously. This work reports a microchannel to manipulate microparticles into different designated equilibrium positions by taking advantage of modulating the applied flow rate (Reynolds number).
II. EXPERIMENTS AND MATERIALS

A. Microchannel
The microchannel used in this work is a stacked structure composed of a straight channel (AR = 0.1) and 50 arc-shaped groove arrays ( Fig. 1(b) ). For the straight channel, the cross section is a 200 × 20 μm (width (W) × height (H)) rectangle. 50 arc-shaped grooves are arranged with 50 μm spacing (H s ) on the top of the straight channel. Each groove pattern is arc-shaped with a small curvature of 600 μm (R 1 ) and a large curvature of 650 μm (R 2 ). And the height of the expansive groove structure (H g ) is 20 μm. The details of similar microchannel fabrication have been reported in our previous work [34] .
B. Fluorescent Microparticle Suspensions
The commercial fluorescent polystyrene microparticles were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. 13 μm (CAT. NO. 36-4, 16%CV) and 8 μm particles (CAT. NO. 36-3, 18%CV) are in red fluorescence, while 4.8 μm particles (CAT. NO. G0500, 5%CV) are green fluorescent. Microparticles were suspended in deionized (DI) water, and 0.1% w/v Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich, Product NO. P9416) was added to prevent the particle aggregation and adhesion to the channel walls.
C. Experiment Setup
The microchannel was placed on an inverted microscope (CKX41, Olympus, Japan). Particle suspensions were injected into the microchannel through a syringe pump (Legato 100, Kd Scientific) at different flow rates. And a mercury arc lamp was used to illuminate the particle trajectories within the channel for observation and recording. A CCD camera (Optimos, Q-imaging, Australia) was used to capture the fluorescent images with a 15 ms exposure time. All images were then processed and analyzed using the image processing software (Q-Capture Pro 7, Q-imaging, Australia). And all fluorescent images were obtained by stacking 50 consecutive frames in order to analyze particle trajectory patterns.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
A. At high Reynolds Number
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of fluorescent streaks is widely adopted to assess the particle focusing performance. In this work, we used this approach to measure the width and lateral position of the particle trajectory in the normalized intensity profiles. According to this assessment approach, if the measured FWHM was less than 2 times the diameter of focused particle, it is able to be considered as a qualified particle focusing [35] .
At a high Reynolds number (Re = 127.27), particles were able to be concentrated in the microchannel. The optical images ( Fig. 2(a) ) show that large particles (13 and 8 μm in diameter) were concentrated near the sidewall 1 of the channel, while the small particles (4.8 μm in diameter) were mostly concentrated in a narrow fluid stream between the sidewall 2 and center of the channel. First, we conducted an experiment on the high concentration 13 μm particle suspensions (∼10 6 counts/ml). The fluorescent image shows that all particles were concentrated well at the equilibrium position, however, the FWHM measured ( Fig. 2(b) ) was more than 26 μm (2 times the diameter of 13 μm particle). Next, another experiment on the relatively low concentration particle suspensions (∼8 × 10 4 counts/ml) was conducted, and the FWHM measured was narrower and less than 26 μm. Besides, 8 μm and 4.8 μm particles were also able to be concentrated in the microchannel and the FWHM of them were narrow enough as well (Fig. 2(b) ). But the focusing performances of these smaller particles were not as good as 13 μm particles shown as the normalized intensity profiles. Especially, it could be still found that a few of 4.8 particles were unfocused and distributed randomly in the microchannel. Apparent particle trajectory pattern could be also observed within the grooves.
B. At Low Reynolds Number
At a low Reynolds number (Re = 2.39), the trajectory patterns of particles in microchannel were obviously different from those at the high Reynolds number. In the optical images ( Fig. 3(a) ), it is shown that particles were located at another equilibrium position near the sidewall 2. And the FWHM of different-size particles measured in the normalized intensity profiles (Fig. 3(b) ) were various distinctly because of the effects of particle size. The particle focusing performance (particle trajectory pattern distribution) was proportional to the particle size. Applied with the same flow rate (15 μL/min), 13 μm particles could reach a stable qualified focusing condition as its FWHM was narrow enough, while 8 μm particles and 4.8 μm particles were distributed as the wide trajectory streams. In addition, compared with the particle distribution at the high Reynolds number, particles as small as 4.8 μm could still retain in the straight channel without being trapped into the expansive groove structure. It indicates that although the particle trajectory (4.8 μm particle) was very wide, no randomly distributed particles were observed within the channel. Meanwhile, the particle trajectory (13 μm) patterns between the high (127.27) and low Reynolds number (2.39) are captured and provided in Fig. 4 . It could be found that the equilibrium position of 13 μm particle near sidewall 2 was disturbed and disappeared when the Reynolds number exceeded 2.39, and the particle trajectory was gradually pulled to the sidewall 1 with the increase of Reynolds number.
IV. DISCUSSION
In order to analyze the mechanism of this double-mode particle focusing, the flow field of the grooved channel was simulated through COMSOL at a high Reynolds number (Re = 127.27) and a low Reynolds number (Re = 2.39), respectively. Because the microchannel used in the experiments consists of a straight channel and 50 arc-shaped groove arrays, a segment of the channel with one arc-shaped groove structure pattern was built and imported to save the computational sources and time. The 3D model of the channel segment was divided into 4 cross-sectional plots to calculate and visualize the geometry-induced secondary flow vortices in the transverse direction. It could be observed that the disturbing influences on the flow fields were significantly different between two Reynolds number conditions. More details about the simulation are provided in the supplementary material.
From the simulation results of the flow field at the high Reynolds number (Fig. 5(a) ), the streamline analysis of typical transverse flow velocity profile within cross sections depicts the formation and development of a complete oval microvortex induced by the expansive arc-shaped groove structure on the top surface of the microchannel. The secondary flow vortex constantly points to -Z direction in the bottom part of channel cross sections, while pointing to the opposite direction (Z) in the expansive groove part, together forming a stable complete clockwise circulation. As a result, the corresponding drag force could guide particles to the stable equilibrium position (the green box). Large particles (13 and 8 μm) would be pulled by a strong drag force (refer to (2) ) to the direction of -Z and settle near the sidewall 1, balanced by the inertial lift force along the vertical direction. Because the secondary flow and inertial lift force are both proportional to particle sizes, large (13 μm) particles can be focused more tightly than the smaller (8 μm) ones, exhibiting a better focusing performance in the experiments. With regard to 4.8 μm particles, they were not able to be pushed and focused to the sidewall 1 where large size particles (13 and 8 μm) settled. Most of them were trapped in the core of the microvotex, where the magnitude of secondary flow on Z direction is minimum. And some 4.8 μm particles were forced to follow the vortex and trapped into the groove structure following the circulating streams, resulting in some randomly distributed particles within the channel.
From the simulation results of the flow field at the low Reynolds number (Fig. 5(b) ), the shapes of geometry-induced secondary flow vortices are significantly different from that at the high Reynolds number, as there is no apparent oval microvortex could be made out. Compared with the unidirectional circulating geometry-induced secondary flow vortex at the high Reynolds number, the cross-sectional flow field at the low Reynolds number was more similar to a variant Dean-like vortex, and two counter-rotating vortices seem to be formed (plot (i) and (ii) in Fig. 5(b) and supplementary material Fig. S2 ). The shapes of vortices changes along the cross-sectional horizontal direction. The left vortex (near sidewall 1) was expanding, while the right one (near sidewall 2) was contracting conversely. As a result, the center of two counter-rotating vortices migrated from left to right (more simulated cross-sectional plots are provided in the supplementary material, and they depict the development of two microvortices clearly and in detail). This periodical development could be induced by each arc-shaped groove structure, and this double-vortex interaction could gradually guide particles to the right sidewall 2 following the migration of the center of counter-rotating vortices. Therefore, a dynamic equilibrium position was formed, which agreed with the experiment results. Moreover, a stronger secondary flow drag force exerts on larger particles and stabilize the particle focusing, therefore 13 μm particle trajectories were pinched within a narrower streak than those of smaller ones (8 and 4.8 μm particles). Meanwhile, the vertical component of vortex drag force, which tends to pull particles into the groove structures, is much weaker compared with that at the high Reynolds number. As a result, small size particles (4.8 μm) could still retain within the bottom part of the straight channel, not being trapped into expansive groove structure. In conclusion, the change of geometry-induced secondary flow vortex shape due to the variation of Reynolds number results in the distinct particle focusing modes and different equilibrium positions in the channel with arc-shaped groove arrays. 
